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PURPOSE. To spatially and temporally define ocular motor nerve development in the presence
and absence of extraocular muscles (EOMs).
METHODS. Myf5cre mice, which in the homozygous state lack EOMs, were crossed to an
IslMN:GFP reporter line to fluorescently label motor neuron cell bodies and axons. Embryonic
day (E) 11.5 to E15.5 wild-type and Myf5cre/cre:IslMN:GFP whole mount embryos and dissected
orbits were imaged by confocal microscopy to visualize the developing oculomotor, trochlear,
and abducens nerves in the presence and absence of EOMs. E11.5 and E18.5 brainstems were
serially sectioned and stained for Islet1 to determine the fate of ocular motor neurons.
RESULTS. At E11.5, all three ocular motor nerves in mutant embryos approached the orbit with
a trajectory similar to that of wild-type. Subsequently, while wild-type nerves send terminal
branches that contact target EOMs in a stereotypical pattern, the Myf5cre/cre ocular motor
nerves failed to form terminal branches, regressed, and by E18.5 two-thirds of their
corresponding motor neurons died. Comparisons between mutant and wild-type embryos
revealed novel aspects of trochlear and oculomotor nerve development.
CONCLUSIONS. We delineated mouse ocular motor nerve spatial and temporal development in
unprecedented detail. Moreover, we found that EOMs are not necessary for initial outgrowth
and guidance of ocular motor axons from the brainstem to the orbit but are required for their
terminal branching and survival. These data suggest that intermediate targets in the
mesenchyme provide cues necessary for appropriate targeting of ocular motor axons to the
orbit, while EOM cues are responsible for terminal branching and motor neuron survival.
Keywords: development, ocular motor nerves, extraocular muscle, animal model, oculomotor

ccurate eye movements are critical to visual navigation and
rely on proper innervation of the extraocular muscles
(EOMs) by three cranial motor nerves. The oculomotor nerve
(CN3) inferior division innervates the inferior rectus (IR),
medial rectus (MR), and inferior oblique (IO) muscles, while
the superior division innervates the superior rectus (SR) and
the levator palpebrae superioris (LPS) muscles. The trochlear
nerve (CN4) innervates the superior oblique (SO) muscle, and
the abducens nerve (CN6) innervates the lateral rectus (LR)
muscle and, in mice, the retractor bulbi (RB) muscle (not
present in humans). This stereotyped EOM innervation
depends on the ability of developing ocular motor axons to
correctly exit the brainstem, fasciculate into nerve bundles,
traverse the mesenchyme, enter the developing orbit, and
contact the appropriate target muscle.
Perturbations in development of the ocular motor nerves
can cause paralytic strabismus and ptosis, resulting in
syndromes referred to as congenital cranial dysinnervation
disorders (CCDDs).1,2 Genetic studies in humans and functional
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studies in mice have revealed that CCDDs can arise from failure
of cranial motor neuron specification3–6 or failure of cranial
axon growth and guidance.7–11 Axons may have errors in their
trajectory,9 stall en route to their target EOM,7,12 or stereotypically innervate the wrong EOM.6,12 Loss-of-function studies in
mouse have implicated Robo/Slit in oculomotor cell body
migration13 and possibly nerve extension,14 CXCR4 in oculomotor axon exit from the neuroepithelium,15 neuropilins
(receptors for semaphorins) in oculomotor fasciculation,16–18
and both a2-chimaerin and Eph/ephrin forward and reverse
signaling in abducens axon growth and guidance.12 Studies in
chick and zebrafish support a repellent role for semaphorins,
an attractive role of CXCL12 and hepatocyte growth factor
(HGF), and a regulatory role of a2-chimaerin in oculomotor
nerve guidance.15,19–21 Many of these growth factors and
ligands are expressed diffusely in cranial mesenchyme as well
as surrounding and within developing EOMs,12,14,15,19–21 and
thus the relative roles of mesenchymal versus EOM-derived
cues have not been fully elucidated. Here, we studied
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FIGURE 1. Sagittal views of cranial nerve and extraocular muscle development in E11.5 and E12.5 Myf5WT/WT::IslMN:GFP and Myf5Cre::IslMN:GFP
embryos. Ocular motor nerves are genetically labeled (green), and EOM and arteries are antibody labeled with a-SMA (red). Extraocular muscles are
absent in Myf5Cre embryos (B, D, F), and thus the red muscle channel has been turned off in wild-type images (A 0 , C 0 , E 0 ), to permit equivalent
comparison of nerve trajectories in the presence and absence of EOMs. (A, A 0 ) Whole mount wild-type embryo and (B) whole mount Myf5Cre
embryo at E11.5. The trajectories of the nerves from the brainstem appear nearly identical in mutant and wild-type embryos at E11.5. The dotted
line denotes the area of the orbit imaged in greater detail in (C), (C 0 ), and (D). (C, C 0 , D) Magnified image of whole mounts at E11.5. CN4 is
defasciculated, while CN6 is fasciculated along their nerve trunks, and distal CN3 has formed a decision region. The developing muscle anlage
stained with a-SMA can be seen in the wild type (C), and an artery within the orbit stained with a-SMA is visible in both mutant and wild-type (C, D).
No muscle anlage can be seen in the mutant (D). (E, E 0 , F) Orbital imaging at E12.5. In the Myf5WT/WT orbit, distinct extraocular muscles have
formed and share a common origin at the annulus of Zinn (E, asterisk). The trunk of CN4 is now fasciculated, while the distal end forms a decision
region adjacent to the SO and sends terminal branches into the body of the muscle (E, E 0 , arrowhead). By contrast, the distal end of CN4 in the
Myf5Cre orbit fails to form an equivalent distal decision region and has no terminal branches (F, arrowhead). In the wild-type orbit, the inferior
division decision region has become more compact (E 0 , long arrow) and extends a branch to the IO muscle (E 0 , caret). The Myf5Cre CN3 terminal
decision region is less compacted (F, long arrow) and the branch to the IO muscle appears hypoplastic (F, caret). Scale bars: 100 lm. Arrow in the
lower left corner indicates direction relative to the eye. A, anterior (toward front of eye); S, superior; ISL, islet1; a-SMA, a-smooth muscle actin.

oculomotor, trochlear, and abducens nerve development in
mice by using imaging methods that allow examination of
nerve trajectories in fine temporal and spatial detail, and we
examined the role of EOMs on ocular motor nerve development by comparing wild-type mice to genetically modified
mice lacking EOMs.

METHODS
Generation of Mice Lacking Extraocular Muscles
Myf5 and Mrf4 (also known as Myf6) are upstream of MyoD in
muscle precursor differentiation; alternate Tbx1 and Pax3
pathways can initiate MyoD expression in pharyngeal muscles
and in body and limb skeletal muscles, respectively, but not in

EOMs.22,23 Regulatory elements for Mrf4 reside within the
Myf5 locus, and Myf5-targeted alleles have variable EOM
hypoplasia depending on the degree of residual Mrf4
expression, with complete loss of both Myf5 and Myf4
resulting in a specific loss of EOMs.23 We purchased Myf5cre/þ
mice from Jackson Laboratory (B6.129S4-Myf5tm3(cre)Sor/J,
stock No. 007893; Bar Harbor, ME, USA).24 This Myf5cre strain
expresses cre recombinase at the endogenous Myf5 locus,
disrupting the Myf5 basic helix-loop-helix domain, and is also
predicted to disrupt transcription of the adjacent Mrf4 gene
because the Myf5nlacZ strain, created by using a similar
targeting vector, disrupts expression of both genes and lacks
EOMs (but not other muscle types).25
Myf5cre/þ mice were crossed to transgenic ISLMN:GFP
reporter mice (MGI: J:132726; gift of Sam Pfaff, Salk Institute,
San Diego, CA, USA), which contain a farnesylated green
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Orbital Dissections and Imaging
From E12.5 onward, orbital dissections provide superior image
detail and quality as compared to whole mount preparations.
Wild-type and Myf5cre embryos were taken at the appropriate
age and fixed in 4% PFA O/N. Cortex and olfactory bulbs above
the orbit were removed under a dissecting microscope, leaving
the distal cranial nerves and EOMs (if present) intact. Orbits
were incubated with anti–a-SMA for 3 days at RT or 48C,
washed, and incubated in secondary antibody for 3 days at RT.
After washing with PBS, orbits were further dissected sagitally
at E12.5 or, from E13.5 onward, either from the superior
aspect, looking down on the orbit from above (superior view),
or from the inferior aspect, looking up at the orbit from the
palate (inferior view). Tissue was mounted in 70% glycerol and
1% 1M KOH in PBS. Images were acquired and processed as
above. N ‡ 3 were examined for each condition.

Oculomotor Nerve Measurements

FIGURE 2. Schematic diagrams of orbital anatomy. (A) Schematic
diagram showing semisagittal lateral view of mature mouse eye and
orbital muscles. (B) Horizontal top-down view showing orientation of
mature mouse orbits relative to the head; this orientation shifts during
early development. (C) Schematic of boxed area in (B), showing the
muscles and nerves visible in a top-down, superior view. (D) Schematic
showing the muscles and nerves visible in a bottom-up, inferior view.
The views in (C) and (D) are those used in Figure 3. Color coding: CN3
and the muscles it innervates (MR, IR, SO, IO) are green, CN4 and the
muscle it innervates (SO) are blue, and CN6 and the muscles it
innervates (LR and RB) are pink.

fluorescent protein (GFP) that localizes to the membrane of
motor neurons and axons and allows for visualization of the
nerves during development.26 ISLMN:GFP specifically labels
motor neurons and is not cytotoxic. We generated embryos
from timed matings of Myf5cre/þ::ISLMN:GFP 3 Myf5cre/þ mice.
We refer to Myf5þ/þ::ISLMN:GFP embryos as wild type and
Myf5cre/cre::ISLMN:GFP embryos as Myf5cre. All animal work
was approved and performed in compliance with Boston
Children’s Hospital Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocols and the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals
in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.

Whole Mount Preparation and Imaging
Wild-type and Myf5cre embryos were taken at embryonic day
(E) 11.5 and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) overnight (O/
N), washed, dehydrated, and placed in Dent’s fixative (20%
DMSO, 80% methanol) O/N, rehydrated, and placed in
blocking solution (5% heat-inactivated goat serum, 20% DMSO,
75% 13 PBS) O/N. Whole mounts were then incubated with
anti–actin a-smooth muscle-Cy3 antibody (anti–a-SMA; SigmaAldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA) and anti-GFP (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA) for 5 days at room temperature (RT),
washed, incubated in secondary antibody (488 goat anti-rabbit
IgG; Alexa Fluor, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for 3
days at RT, washed, dehydrated, and cleared O/N in BABB (one
part benzyl alcohol and two parts benzyl benzoate). Images
were acquired with a Zeiss LSM 710 laser scanning confocal
microscope and Zen software (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany)
and processed with Imaris software (Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland). N ‡ 3 were examined for each experiment.

Raw images were analyzed with Zen software. The oculomotor
nerve was measured at its widest diameter, which occurs
where the superior division of CN3 forms in control embryos,
adjacent to where CN4 crosses above CN3. The length of the
CN3 branch to the IO muscle was measured along its trajectory
from the distal decision region to the distal nerve tip. All
measurements were taken in three dimensions through zstacks of 3 lm. Statistical analyses of significance were
performed by using unpaired t-tests in GraphPad Prism (Graph
Pad, San Diego, CA, USA).

Motor Neuron Cell Counts
Litters were taken at E11.5 or E18.5. As Myf5cre mice die at
birth, E18.5 was the latest age examined. Whole embryos
(E11.5) or brain and brainstem (E18.5) were fixed in 4% PFA O/
N, washed in PBS, equilibrated in 30% sucrose, and frozen in
optimal cutting temperature (OCT) media. Serial coronal
sections of 20-lM thickness were cut on a cryostat and stained
with rabbit anti-Islet1 (Isl1; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA).
After blinding as to genotype, Isl-positive motor neuron nuclei
were counted in every fifth section through the rostral-caudal
extent of the oculomotor and trochlear nuclei by using the
Cell-Counter plug-in in Fiji, and the total number of motor
neurons counted was then multiplied by 5. Wild-type and
heterozygous mice served as controls. Unpaired t-tests were
performed in GraphPad Prism. There were N ¼ 3 mutant and N
¼ 3 control embryos at each of the two ages.

RESULTS
EOMs Are Absent in Myf5cre Embryos
In whole mount views of E11.5 wild-type embryos, the EOM
anlage can be seen adjacent to the globe (Figs. 1A, 1C) and by
E12.5 the EOM anlage has separated into distinct muscles (Figs.
1E, 1E 0 ). In contrast, homozygous Myf5cre embryos lack EOMs
but develop facial and skeletal muscles (Figs. 1B, 1D).
Heterozygous Myf5cre/þ embryos have normal-appearing EOMs
(not shown).

EOMs Are Not Necessary for Initial Pathfinding of
Ocular Motor Axons to the Orbit
In E11.5 wild-type embryos, the ocular motor nerves follow
stereotypical trajectories to reach the developing orbit (Figs.
1A, 1C). CN4 is defasciculated along its trajectory, while CN6 is
fasciculated. The main trunk of CN3 is fasciculated, and its
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FIGURE 3. Orbital dissections of E13.5 to E15.5 Myf5WT/WT:IslMN:GFP and Myf5Cre:IslMN:GFP embryos. Nerves and muscles are labeled and columns
arranged as in Figure 1. Orbits are imaged from a superior (A, A 0 , B, E, E 0 , F, I, I 0 , J) or inferior (C, C 0 , D, G, G 0 , H, K, K 0 , L) view, as per Figures 2B
through 2D schematics. (A–D) At E13.5, Myf5WT/WT EOMs share a common origin at the annulus of Zinn (A, asterisk; C). From the superior view (A,
A 0 ) the SO muscle begins to curve at its insertion onto the globe, and the rectus muscles have further differentiated from each other. CN3 superior
division has multiple branches extending to the SR muscle (A 0 , triple-headed arrow). CN6 has crossed inferiorly to CN3 and extends terminal
branches into the LR muscle. From the inferior view (C, C 0 ), CN3 inferior division sends terminal branches to the IR and MR muscles (C 0 , long
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arrow), and a well-formed branch to the IO muscle (C 0 , caret). At E13.5, the Myf5Cre orbit is devoid of EOMs (B, D). From the superior view (B),
CN4 has fasciculated but lacks an extensive distal decision region and terminal branches (arrowhead), and CN3 superior division is not visible.
From the inferior view (D), CN3 distal decision region (D, long arrow) and the branch to the IO muscle (D, caret) are hypoplastic and misoriented,
and CN6 is stunted and barely crosses over CN3 (D, double-headed arrow). (E–H) At E14.5, the Myf5WT/WT EOMs continue to grow and change in
orientation (E, G): the SR muscle is now a broad band inserting on the top of the globe, the LPS muscle has appeared between the SR and SO
muscles, and the SO muscle has obtained its stereotypic curved shape. There is extensive terminal branching of CN3 superior division into the SR
muscle (E, E 0 ), and CN4 has developed a blunt-ended branch that is not in association with an EOM (E, E 0 ). CN3 inferior division branch has
continued extending terminal branches to the MR and IR muscles, and the branch to the IO muscle extends into the muscle (G, G 0 ). In the absence
of EOM, the Myf5Cre CN4 appears thin and has developed multiple aberrant branches (F), CN3 main trunk widens (H) where the absent superior
branch should have formed (H, triple arrowhead), the inferior division decision region is small, with no visible branches to the IR and MR muscles,
and the branch to the IO muscle is now hypoplastic and aberrant (H). CN6 trajectory is aberrantly parallel to CN3 and its growth cones
pathologically wander (H, double arrowhead). (I–L) At E15.5, Myf5WT/WT orbits reveal the near-final ocular motor innervation patterns, and each
nerve sends terminal and intramuscular branches into the appropriate EOM. CN3 superior division branches have coalesced into a single trunk, and
the blunted branch of CN4 is retracting (I, I 0 , K, K 0 ). By contrast, in Myf5Cre orbits the nerves have failed to develop further since E14.5 and appear
to be regressing, while the abducens nerve wanders (double arrowhead). Although more of the oculomotor nerve appears visible in Figure 2J than
in Figure 2F, this is a staining and imaging artifact. In both images, the oculomotor nerve can be seen traveling inferiorly to the trochlear nerve and
descending out of view near the stained artery; the embryo in (J) was imaged slightly deeper. Arrows in the lower left corner indicate direction
relative to the eye. Scale bars: 100 lm.

distal end has formed a decision region (Figs. 1C, 1C 0 ). Despite
the absence of the EOM anlage in the E11.5 Myf5cre embryos,
the ocular motor nerves appear similar to wild-type (Figs. 1B,
1D).

Axons of Ocular Motor Nerves Follow a
Stereotypical Spatial and Temporal Trajectory in
the Orbit in Both Wild-type and Myf5cre Embryos
By E12.5, distinct EOMs are recognizable (Figs. 1E, 1E 0 ); the
four rectus muscles and the SO muscle (whose tendon travels
through the trochlea before forming its muscle body) share a
common origin at the annulus of Zinn (denoted by an asterisk
in Fig. 1E), while the IO muscle is located nearer the front of
the orbit (see Fig. 2A, schematic). The main trunk of CN4 is
now fasciculated, and terminal axons are fanning out into the
SO muscle. The CN3 inferior division decision region is nestled
adjacent to the MR and IR muscles, and the fasciculated branch
to the IO muscle is extending from or through it. Thin
branches extend from the CN3 superior and inferior divisions
into the SR, MR, and IR muscles. The distal end of the abducens
nerve crosses inferiorly to CN3 and extends toward the LR
muscle.
Beginning at E12.5, differences are noted in development of
ocular motor nerves in the presence and absence of EOMs (Fig.
1F). In Myf5cre embryos, distal CN4 does not form the
extensive fan-like terminal branches seen in wild-type embryos. The CN3 inferior division decision region remains large; its
appearance is similar to wild-type at E11.5. A branch of CN3
extends toward where the IO muscle should be located, but it
appears thinner, straighter, and blunter than in wild-type
embryos (Fig. 1F, caret).

Ocular Motor Nerves Fail to Develop Terminal
Branches in the Absence of EOMs
In mouse, the orbits are oriented slightly laterally (Fig. 2B), and
the position changes slightly as the embryo grows, so further
anatomic descriptions are in reference to the eye. By E13.5,
orbit growth requires that orbital dissections be performed
from either the superior (looking down from above) or inferior
view (looking up from below; see schematic Figs. 2C, 2D). In
E13.5 wild-type embryos, the EOMs continue to grow and
separate. The medial origin of the IO muscle is now evident
(Figs. 3A, 3C). The distal aspect of CN4 widens considerably,
and terminal branches emanate into the SO muscle from onehalf of the decision region, while branches from the other half
are oriented away from the muscle (Figs. 3A, 3A 0 ). Multiple
branches of the CN3 superior division extend from the main

trunk and travel along and into the SR muscle (Fig. 3A 0 , tripleheaded arrow). The CN3 inferior division decision region
contains multiple nerve branches extending directly into the IR
and MR muscles, while a long fasciculated branch extends to
and sends terminal branches into the IO muscle. CN6 crosses
inferiorly to CN3, extends along the LR muscle, and sends
terminal branches into it (Figs. 3C, 3C 0 ).
By E13.5, Myf5cre distal ocular motor nerves are clearly
aberrant. CN4 terminates in a single blunt end adjacent to
where the SO muscle should be (Fig. 3B, arrowhead). The CN3
superior division has not formed, and the nerve trunk is
significantly wider where it should have formed, averaging
62.05 6 8.17 lm in Myf5cre embryos and 35.92 6 8.43 lm in
wild type (P ¼ 0.0052) (Figs. 4A, 4B). The CN3 inferior division
decision region is small and no terminal branches extend
toward the region where the IR and MR should be. The branch
extending toward where the IO muscle should be is short,
thin, and straight rather than arching as seen in wild-type
embryos (Figs. 3D, caret; 4C). CN6 appears thinner and shorter
than in wild type and ends bluntly just after passing inferiorly
to CN3 (Fig. 3D, double-headed arrow).
By E14.5 in wild-type embryos, CN4 provides terminal
innervation to the SO muscle. A second branch oriented away
from the SO terminates in a blunt end without visible muscle
nearby (Figs. 3E, 3E 0 ). The CN3 superior division branches
have grown in length and are running along the body of the SR
muscle (Figs. 3E, 3E 0 ). The CN3 inferior division continues to
send terminal branches into the MR and IR muscles, and the
branch to the IO muscle extends further into the muscle (Figs.
3G, 3G 0 ). CN6 crosses inferiorly to CN3 and extends terminal
branches into the LR muscle (Figs. 3G, 3G 0 ).
In E14.5 Myf5cre embryos, EOMs remain absent (Figs. 3F,
3H). CN4 is thin and forms multiple aberrant distal nerve
branches that appear incorrectly oriented relative to the artery
visible within the orbit (Fig. 3F). The CN3 superior division has
not formed, and the nerve trunk widens where the superior
division normally forms (Figs. 3H, 4B). The CN3 inferior
division does not extend branches to the area of the IR or MR
muscles. The branch to the IO muscle is only a thin wisp
extending toward where the muscle would normally be
located (Figs. 3H, 4C). CN6, which had crossed inferiorly to
the oculomotor nerve at E13.5, now has an aberrant trajectory
parallel to the oculomotor nerve.
At E15.5, the ocular motor nerves in wild-type embryos are
close to their mature configuration (Figs. 3I, 3K). The CN4
branch to the SO muscle has defined terminal branches
associated with the muscle, while the second blunted branch
appears thinner and less developed than at E14.5 (Figs. 3I, 3I 0 ).
The CN3 superior division has formed a single fasciculated
main trunk and developed more extensive intramuscular nerve
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In E15.5 Myf5cre embryos, ocular nerves appear to have
started retracting (Figs. 3J, 3L). CN4 maintains a few wandering
branches that are mislocalized relative to the normal location
of the SO muscle (Fig. 3J). The CN3 trunk where the CN3
superior division should have formed remains significantly
wider in Myf5cre embryos (63.96 6 2.08 lm) than in wild-type
embryos (38.26 6 2.89 lm, P < 0.001) (Figs. 3J, 4B). CN3
inferior division branches to the MR and IR muscles are not
visible and the branch to the IO muscle has failed to elongate
(155.3 6 87.7 lm at E14.5, 106.7 6 44.0 lm at E15.5; Figs. 3L,
4C). This branch is significantly shorter than that in the wild
type at E15.5 (477.6 6 57.9 lm; P < 0.001). The CN6
trajectory remains aberrantly parallel to CN3, and its terminal
axons are defasciculated (Fig. 3L, double-headed arrow).

Ocular Motor Neurons Die in the Absence of EOMs
To determine if EOMs are required for motor neuron survival,
we examined the number of motor neurons in oculomotor and
trochlear nuclei at E11.5 and E18.5. At E11.5, Myf5cre and
control embryos had a similar number of Isl1-positive motor
neurons in the oculomotor and trochlear nuclei (4285 6 214
control, 4477 6 182 Myf5cre, P ¼ 0.84; Figs. 5A–C), indicating
that there is normal initial proliferation of motor neurons. By
E18.5, there is substantial normal developmental cell death in
the control embryos, as reported previously.7,27 Myf5cre
embryos had greater levels of cell death, however, and have
significantly fewer oculomotor and trochlear neurons than
control embryos (2465 6 271 vs. 868.2 6 81.7, P ¼ 0.00049,
Figs. 5D–F).

DISCUSSION

FIGURE 4. The Myf5Cre CN3 widens at the origin of the absent
superior division and has a shorter branch to the IO muscle as
compared to the Myf5WT/WT orbit. (A) Orbit of an E13.5 Myf5WT/WT
from the inferior view as pictured in Figure 2C with measurements
illustrated. The diameter of CN3 was measured at the location where
the superior division normally forms in control embryos. The length of
the inferior division branch to the IO muscle was defined as the
distance from the termination of the distal decision region to the distal
tip of the nerve and was measured in three dimensions by using two to
three straight lines that approximated the curvature of the nerve. (B)
CN3 superior division branch point is significantly wider in Myf5Cre
embryos from E13.5 to E15.5 (average from 62.05 6 8.17 lm at E13.5
to 63.96 6 2.08 lm at E15.5) than in the wild-type embryos (average
35.92 6 8.43 lm at E13.5 to 38.26 6 2.89 lm at E15.5). This
difference in width was significant at each age measured (E13.5: P ¼
0.0052; E14.5: P < 0.0001; E15.5: P < 0.0001). (C) At E13.5, CN3
inferior division branch to the IO muscle is significantly longer in
Myf5WT/WT (373.8 6 138.7 lm) than in Myf5Cre embryos (138.7 6
56.6 lm; P ¼ 0.0017). While this branch continues to lengthen in WT
orbits, reaching an average length of 412.8 6 25.5 lm at E14.5 and
477.6 6 57.9 lm at E15.5, it fails to lengthen substantially in mutant
orbits (155.3 6 87.7 lm at E14.5 and 106.7 6 44.0 lm at E15.5). The
branch to the IO muscle is significantly shorter in the mutant at each
age (E14.5: P ¼ 0.0007; E15.5: P < 0.0001). Error bars represent SEM.
WT, wild-type.

branches into the SR (Figs. 3I, 3I 0 ). The CN3 inferior division
sends longer terminal branches to the IR and MR muscles, and
the IO nerve branch has continued to elongate with its
terminal branches in close association with the IO muscle
(Figs. 3K, 3K 0 , 4C). CN6 continues to expand into the LR
muscle, and branches to the RB muscle are now visible (Figs.
3K, 3K 0 ).

Most prior studies of ocular cranial nerve development in
mouse have relied on DiI labeling 28 or neurofilament
staining,14,16–18,29 highlighting the initial nerve trajectories
but not permitting visualization of their terminal processes in
the orbit. By dissecting and visualizing the mouse orbit from
timed embryos with genetically labeled motor axons, we
characterized in greater detail the development of mouse
oculomotor, trochlear, and abducens nerves, and showed that
formation of the initial nerve trajectory does not require signals
from the EOMs, but formation of terminal branching does.
Ocular motor nerves arrive to the orbit and form distal decision
regions in a spatially and temporally similar fashion in Myf5cre
and wild-type embryos, demonstrating that axon growth and
guidance from the brainstem to the proper position within the
orbit is independent of EOMs and likely occurs through cues
from the mesenchyme and/or through cell autonomous
processes. Subsequent full nerve extension and terminal
branching into the EOM targets, maintenance of correct nerve
position as the orbit expands, and survival of axons and their
motor neurons, however, are dependent on the presence of
EOMs.
The role of EOMs in ocular motor nerve development is
similar to the findings from previous reports of the contribution of skeletal muscle to spinal nerve development and
survival. Silver stains and histologic sectioning following
surgical ablation or irradiation of developing chick limb
muscles reveal normal development of the main motor nerve
trunks and distal nerve branches adjacent to the missing
muscles, but failure of the formation of terminal branches that
normally would innervate the missing individual muscles.30–32
Similarly, MyoD/::Myf5/ mouse embryos lack all skeletal
muscle and have normal initial growth and guidance of spinal
motor nerves but fail to develop terminal nerve branches,
followed by motor neuron apoptosis.33 Proprioceptive sensory
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FIGURE 5. Myf5Cre oculomotor and trochlear neuron number and position are similar to control at E11.5, but are significantly reduced in number by
E18.5. (A, B) Oculomotor nucleus motor neurons were labeled with anti-Isl1 in control (A) or Myf5Cre (B) brainstems at E11.5. (C) The number of
motor neurons in the oculomotor and trochlear nuclei is equal in Myf5Cre and control embryos at E11.5 (4285 6 214, n ¼ 3, vs. 4477 6 182, n ¼ 3,
P ¼ 0.84), indicating that motor neurons are formed in equal numbers. (D, E) Oculomotor nucleus motor neurons were labeled with anti-Isl1 in
control (D) or Myf5Cre (E) brainstems at E18.5. (F) The number of motor neurons is reduced by ~2/3 in Myf5Cre oculomotor nucleus (2465 6 271,
n ¼ 3, vs. 868.2 6 81.7, n ¼ 3, P ¼ 0.00049), indicating that extraocular muscles are necessary for oculomotor neuron survival. Scale bars: 100 lm
(A, B, D, E). Error bars represent SEM.

neurons are also guided by specific signals in mouse embryonic
limb mesenchyme.34 Together, these data support the influence of locally acting mesenchymal guidance cues on proximal
nerve patterning and locally acting EOM cues on terminal
nerve branching into target muscles.
We found minor differences in the relative timing of ocular
motor nerve development in mouse compared to chick and
zebrafish. In mouse we found that CN6 and CN3 reach the
orbit simultaneously and before CN4, which is similar to
zebrafish21 but different from chick, in which the arrival of
CN6 is followed by CN3 and then CN4.35–37 In both mouse and
chick, CN3 projects an initial nerve branch to the IO muscle,
followed by branches to the MR, IR, and SR muscles.7,35,36 By
contrast, in zebrafish a branch is sent to the SR muscle many
hours after branches are sent to inferior division muscles,21
correlating with the temporal development of the CN3
nucleus, in which zebrafish SR motor neurons are born after
MR and IR motor neurons.38
This study provided several additional insights into ocular
cranial nerve development. First, we identified a trochlear
branch in developing wild-type embryos that is not associated
with a muscle, forms a blunt end, and subsequently retracts.
Consistent with its apparent lack of muscle target, the growth
and regression of this wild-type trochlear branch resembles the
growth and regression of ocular nerves in Myf5cre embryos.
Future studies should better define this curious phenomenon.
Second, we found that the CN3 superior division, which in the
mature state forms a single branch that then divides distally to
innervate both the SR and LPS muscles, fails to form in Myf5cre
embryos. This suggests that, while axons within the main trunk
of CN3 are guided in a cell-autonomous manner, by axon–axon
interactions, or by mesenchymal cues, the superior division
axons exit from the main CN3 trunk in response to muscle
cues.
We have long been puzzled by the observation that the CN3
superior division first appears as multiple small branches
extending away from the main CN3 trunk, which subsequently
coalesce and elongate.7 Our current imaging approaches now
reveal that, at E11.5 to E12.5, the SR/LPS muscle anlage lies in
close juxtaposition to the main trunk of CN3, and these
multiple small branches extend directly along and into the
muscle anlage. As the orbital size expands over subsequent
days, the distance between the origin and EOM targets of these

small branches increases and, by E15.5, the branches have
fasciculated into the superior division. Myf5cre embryos do not
form these multiple small branches, and, at the position where
they normally form, the CN3 main trunk is wider than in wildtype embryos. This is reminiscent of the pathology of
Kif21aKI/KI mice.7 In these mutant mice that recapitulate a
human CCDD, the superior division also fails to form, and a
widened bulge is visible along CN3 that, by electron
microscopy, contains convoluted axon trajectories and stalled
growth cones. The Kif21aKI/KI bulge is located far proximally
to the normal superior division branch-point and forms
secondarily to attenuated Kif21a autoinhibition. By contrast,
we found the Myf5cre widening to be located at the position of
the normal distal superior division branch-point. The parallels,
however, suggest that the Myf5cre nerve widening may result
from paused growth cones that fail to exit the main CN3 trunk
secondary to the absence of EOMs.
Ocular motor neurons, like other motor neurons, receive
trophic support from their target muscles, and are responsive
to neurotrophic factors, particularly BDNF27 and GDNF39 (see
Ref. 40 for review). It is therefore not surprising that survival of
ocular motor neurons depends on the presence of EOMs. It is
remarkable, however, that in the absence of target muscles,
more than one-third of the oculomotor and trochlear neurons
remain at E18.5. By contrast, in MyoD/::Myf5/ embryos,
which lack all skeletal muscles, all somatic motor neurons in
the spinal cord die by E17.5, and most motor neurons in the
facial nucleus are dead or dying.33 The ocular motor nerves are
selectively spared until late in the course of motor neuron
degenerative disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
and spinal motor atrophy.41–43 This selective sparing is
theorized to result from increased resistance of the ocular
motor neurons to environmental stressors or excitotoxicity.44–47 The retention of some motor neurons in CN3 and CN4
as late as E18.5 without trophic support from their target
muscles may be another example of the intrinsic relative
resistance of oculomotor neurons to pathologic conditions.
Using genetic tools, orbital dissection, and a developmental
framework in timed mouse embryos, our findings catalogued
the development of the ocular motor nerves and they implicate
the EOMs in the control of their terminal branching. The
identities of the signals provided by EOMs, whether they differ
among different EOMs, and whether they are mediated
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through short-range diffusible cues, direct contact, or both,
remain to be determined.
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